Synthesis, Structure, and Multiply Enhanced Field-Emission Properties of Branched ZnS Nanotube—In Nanowire Core—Shell Heterostructures
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One-dimensional (1D) nano/heterostructures consisting of two important functional materials are essential for developing potential nanoelectronic and optoelectronic devices.1–17 In particular, core—shell heterostructures consisting of two components with distinct functionality often exhibit enhanced performances, such as emission efficiency16 and high electron mobility,17 that are the key factors for many device performances. For example, Lieber and co-workers showed that the Ge/Si core—shell nanowires (NW) are high-performance field-effect transistors due to the reduced interface scattering.1 Ni nanowires encapsulated within fullerene cables exhibit enhanced and anisotropic ferromagnetic behavior along the nanowire axes.17 Fabrication of such structures formed through a confined growth of a metal core inside a semiconducting shell is not only important for fundamental studies but also for diverse advanced functional devices, for example, interconnects and emitters, etc.

Branched 1D nanostructures constitute a unique class of materials where tiny nanowire branches grow on a larger nanowire stem of same or different functionality. This class of materials has an additional advantage of largely increased surface area. The smaller nanostructures may be stabilized by anchoring them on a larger structure and thus creating the possibility of a multifunctional single-component nanodevice.3,18–20 For example, branched heterostructures made of ZnO stems and Zn3P2 branches exhibit highly efficient spatially resolved photodetector characteristics.3 Very recently, Jung et al. have reported on a sequential seeding technique to obtain branched heterojunction nanowires of different compositions.20 Since the branched structures have sharp tips and are attached on a long backbone they have an effectively high aspect ratio and hence should harbor excellent field-emission properties, such as those discovered in the cases of ZnO and AlN.21,22

Being motivated by a unique possibility to merge two materials with vastly different electronic properties we have investigated the growth of 1D heterostructures composed of a metal and a semiconductor. In this communication, we report on the synthesis of an important core—shell structure wherein In forms the core nanowire and wurtzite ZnS forms the shell nanotube. In addition, controlled reaction conditions result in the growth of secondary quasi-aligned ZnS nanowires as numerous branches on the shell nanotubes. These hierarchical architectures are attractive for two reasons: (i) the sharp and quasi-aligned ZnS tips of the nanostructures are potential field-emitters and (ii) since In in bulk form is superconducting the synthesis of core In nanowires should now pave the way for further investigations on magnetic versus transport behavior in type-1 superconductors at the nanoscale. The synthesis could be achieved by employing a rapidly heating carbothermal chemical vapor deposition technique and a high reaction temperature. Transmission electron microscopy reveals that the core In nanowires are single crystals, whereas, within a hierarchical shell, the stem and the branches are separated with a crystalline interface. Field-emission measurements demonstrate remarkably large field enhancement which is explained on the basis of a sequential stepwise enhancement mechanism involving the consecutive stem and branch contributions. The present new nanoarchitectures are envisaged to be an important candidate for potential nanoelectronic devices.
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secondary growth of ZnS branches on the ZnS mother shells in such a way that the branches are fairly well aligned to each other.

ZnS, a wide bandgap semiconductor with a gap energy of 3.7 eV at 300 K, is one of the first discovered semiconductors which has a wide range of industrial applications. Indium is chosen not only because it acts as a catalyst, but also because it is a type-1 superconductor. Indium has a low melting point of 156.7 °C. It has widely been used for making low-melting-point shape-memory alloys. Radioactive 111In is also used for medical imaging of white blood cells. Besides, size-dependent superconducting behavior exhibits quite interesting trends for In nanoparticles and thin films, while the 1D In nanostructures have not been investigated, perhaps because of the synthetic difficulties. Several reports have stated that In can be deposited in the form of nanowire strips on Si substrates and trapped within silica and magnesium oxide nanotubes.

The heterostructures reported here have an average length of a few micrometers. The diameter of a core nanowire is ~50–100 nm, whereas a ZnS shell is ~150 nm thick. The branches have a length of ~200 nm and a width of ~20 nm. Considering this interesting morphology, we further investigated its field-emission properties. This shows an unexpected field enhancement. The field-enhancement is normally achieved through two approaches: (i) alignment of the nanostructures, and (ii) increasing their aspect ratios. Herein we propose a novel enhancement mechanism wherein both these criteria are addressed.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

A wool-like product containing the heterostructures was deposited at the outlet tube placed at the top of graphite chamber inside the furnace. A powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) pattern of a product is displayed in Figure 1a. The pattern clearly indicates a biphasic mixture of ZnS (a = 3.82 Å and c = 6.25 Å, JCPDS card: 79–2204) and In (a = 3.25 Å and c = 4.95 Å, JCPDS card: 85–1409). Figure 1b shows a low-magnification scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of the nanostructures. The corresponding high-magnification (HM) SEM images of the product are depicted in Figure 1 panels c and d. The typical lengths of the nanostructures measure from 5 to 20 μm, whereas their diameter varies within 300–800 nm. HMSEM images reveal that 20–200 nm thick and 100–200 nm long 1D branches decorate the entire nanostructure surface. The branches are oriented at an angle of ~90° with respect to a backbone nanostructure. The branches growing at the tips and middles of a backbone are uniform in dimensions. It is important to note that when zoomed-in these nanorod branches appear to be aligned to each other. In Figure 1d, we present a close view of the quasi-aligned wires.

A transmission electron microscope (TEM) image of a product is displayed in Figure 2a. This shows that the nanostructures have uniform diameter throughout the length. A clear contrast variation at the nanostructure core (Figure 2b) suggests that these 1D structures are composed of two different materials, one forming the core nanowire and the other forming a shell. To investigate the elemental composition throughout the heterostructures, a detailed chemical analysis was carried out using energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS). The elemental maps displaced in Figure 2c–f shed the light on the distribution of the constituting elements, that is, Zn, S, In, and C. In Figure 2c,d, the Zn K-edge and the S K-edge signals are evenly distributed throughout the shell structure with a depleting signal at the core. The strong In L-edge signal in the central region (Figure 2e), on the other hand, confirms that
In constitutes the core NW. The corresponding line profiles across the maps are also shown in the insets. Additionally, a thin layer of amorphous carbon creates a coating on the nanostructures (discussed later). Figure 2f is a C K-edge map of the heterostructure.

To understand the structural aspects, detailed analysis was performed using high-resolution (HR) TEM. The branches consist of defect-free single-crystalline ZnS nanorods, as shown in Figure 3 panels a and b. Two growth directions were observed. The lattice fringes in the Figure 3a are separated by a 3.0 Å distance corresponding to the (0002) planes of hexagonal ZnS. The inset shows a nanobeam diffraction pattern taken from a nanorod along the [2−1−10] zone axis. We further confirmed the reciprocal lattice peaks through a 2D-Fourier transform (FFT), Figure 3c. This reveals an exact match with the experimental pattern. Figure 3b illustrates another nanorod branch, with a lattice fringe separation of 3.2 Å. The corresponding FFT and SAED patterns can be indexed to the [0001] zone axis of wurtzite ZnS. Thus, about 70% of the branches grow along the [0001] direction and have an abrupt flat end, whereas the remaining portion grows along the [10−10] direction. The later branches have gradually terminating round tips. It is interesting to note the unusual growth direction along the [10−10] orientation, which was also previously observed by Xiong et al.35 Figure 3e is an EDS spectrum obtained from a single nanobranch. This verifies the branch composition as Zn:S ∼ 1:1. Note that the nanostructures have a thin coating of amorphous carbon (see Supporting Information). Figure 3f presents a stem-branch interface. The investigations of numerous interfaces have shown that no epitaxial relationship exists between the branches and a mother nanotube. In this case, they are inclined at an angle of 22°. The core In NWs are single crystals as inferred from the electron diffraction patterns. Figure 3 panels h and i show two SAED patterns acquired from two segments of the same NW depicted in Figure 3g. The similar orientations in these patterns indicate the unidirectional growth of single-crystalline NWs. Indium has a low melting point and hence, by using a convergent electron beam, it was possible to melt it inside a nanotube. In addition, because of sudden expansion of a confined In core, we observed the explosion-like events through electron irradiation (see Supporting Information).

Diverse functional properties could be expected from these heterostructures. For example, while their magnetic behavior would be attuned to their metallic cores, their optical performance would be largely governed by ZnS shields. The interesting low-temperature magnetic behavior of the In nanowires are being pursued currently and the results will be presented in detail in a separate communication. Among many potential applications, these heterostructures are envisaged to be highly efficient field-emitters owing to their 1D morphology and sharply pointed ZnS tips. Notably, at any given configuration, lying or standing, there would always be sharp and aligned tips pointing toward the anode. This is highly desirable for strong emission. It should be mentioned that until now the studies on the field-emission (FE) properties of ZnS nanostructures have been rather limited compared to other field-emitters such as carbon nanotubes and ZnO nanomaterials.34 The emission properties of the present heterostructures were studied at various anode-sample separations and within a 100–1100 V bias voltage range. Figure 4a shows a FE current density, J, obtained when the anode was placed at a distance of 210 and 150 μm. The measurements reveal a turn-on current density of 10 μA/cm² at applied voltages of 5.56 and 5.43 V/μm, respectively. The FE current density can reach 1.1 mA/cm² when the applied macroscopic field is 7.45 V/μm.
Field-emission is a quantum phenomenon where electron tunnels from the cathode to the anode through vacuum upon an applied bias. This can be explained on the basis of the Fowler–Nordheim equation:

\[ J = \frac{(A\beta^2E^2/\varphi)}{\exp(-Bq\varphi^{3/2}/\beta E)} \]  

or

\[ \ln(J/E^2) = \ln(A\beta^2/\varphi) - Bq\varphi^{3/2}/\beta E \]  

where \( A = 1.54 \times 10^{-6} \) A eV V\(^{-2}\), \( B = 6.83 \times 10^{3} \) eV\(^{-3/2}\) V \(\mu\)m\(^{-1}\), \( \beta \) is the field-enhancement factor, and \( \varphi \) is the work function of the emitting materials, which is 7.0 eV for ZnS. The field-enhancement factor, \( \beta \), represents the effective field at the emission centers which is dependent on the tip geometry and the aspect ratio of the nanostructures. From eq 2, a plot of \( \ln(J/E^2) \) versus \( 1/E \) is a straight line, and its slope can be employed to determine \( \beta \). Thus from Figure 4b, \( \beta \) was found to be \( 1.6 \times 10^{3} \) at a working anode-sample distance of 210 \( \mu \)m. The field-enhancement and turn-on field values are not only superior to all the previously reported free-standing ZnS nanorods (aspect ratio > 60, \( \beta \approx 400 \)) and nanowires but also rival those of quantum-confined ZnS nanobelts having an extremely high aspect ratios of \( \approx 2000 \). Stability of the field-emitters is another important parameter related to potential applications. In particular, the nanostructures have small mass, large surface area, and a lower melting point compared to bulk materials of same compositions, making them vulnerable to both chemical and physical damages. A number of external parameters (chemical factors such as surface oxidation, or physical factors such as melting of the emitting centers due to resistive heating) can influence the emission efficiency of a material upon prolonged use. In the inset of Figure 4b, we present a \( J - T \) curve of these heterostructures showing the emission current variations re-
corded over a period of 3 h at a working field of 6.5 V/μm. As seen from the figure, there are not any current degradations or notable fluctuations during this period.

The observed field enhancement is markedly higher than that expected from a simple aspect ratio consideration (~40–50 in this case). The mechanism of field enhancement is suggested to be essentially different in this case because of a hierarchical architecture. The enhancement is expected to replicate a unique structural pattern of an emitter. This can be understood by considering the tip of a single heterostructure vertically facing the anode (Figure 5a). First, the primary applied field would be enhanced by a stem structure which acts as a substrate for the secondary branches. A stronger field at the bottom of the branches is equivalent to an effectively higher applied bias, which then, in turn, is further enhanced by the 1D branches. The case would be entirely different if the branches are anchored onto a flat substrate or if the entire nanostructure has a diameter of the branch. More theoretical work is required to understand these effects quantitatively. In any case, these results open up a new approach for multifold enhancement of FE within a given nanoscale heterostucture. For example, although metals have excellent emission efficiency, it is extremely difficult to obtain their nanostructures at high aspect ratios. The growth of short metal tips made of tungsten, for example, on a 1D substrate could be a smart route toward new efficient emitters.

The growth of present heterostructures is based upon the principles of carbothermal chemical vapor deposition (CVD), as described schematically in Figure 5b. Carbon was used as one of the source materials in this synthesis to reduce the compounds to elements and to produce CS2 (stage-i).40,41 Low

Figure 5. (a) Schematics of field enhancement in a hierarchical nanostructure. The applied field in the first structure is enhanced by a stem first and then by a branch (seen in ii). Thus the effective field experienced by the branch is much larger than in the case of its anchoring on a flat substrate iii. Structure iii also highlights FE contribution from the stem of the nanowires which are lying flat of the substrate. The stems, but for the branches, would have little contribution to the FE properties. (b) Schematics of the growth process: (i) during the initial carbothermal reaction the vapors of Zn, In, CS2 and S are created; (ii) In forms liquid droplets in which Zn vapor dissolves; (iii) supersaturation leads to precipitation of liquid Zn around the In surface, which reacts with S and CS2 forming a ZnS shell; (iv) as more vapors are coming and In liquid squeezes out of the nuclei, a ZnS shell grows around the In column. The rapid crystallization of ZnS can create defect sites on the shell structure seeding the ZnS branches growth.
melting point In forms large droplets in which Zn slowly dissolves until supersaturation (stage-ii). Further Zn penetration leads to its precipitation across the In droplet surface. The sulfur and CS$_2$ vapors react with precipitated Zn forming a solid ZnS shell around the In droplet (stage-iii). The inset in Figure 5b displays such a droplet which was observed at each nanostructure end. Owing to the presence of solid and rigid ZnS shell more additions of metal vapor force In liquid to squeeze out of the preformed structure. This results in In column formation. Then the growth process continues around In columns forming the core—shell heterostructures. The control of S vapor supply was found to be crucial during the synthesis. In the absence of an excessive S flow a product contains unreacted Zn and In micro-crystals and the heterostructures do not possess branches.

**CONCLUSIONS**

To conclude, hierarchical core—shell structures consisting of primary ZnS nanotubes, In core nanowires, and ZnS nanowire secondary branches have been created to infuse multifunctionality into a single nanosystem. The synthesis was achieved by high temperature (~1300 °C) carbothermal CVD technique where In acts as a catalyst. This special geometry induces multifold enhanced field-emission. The present nanostructures are expected to become valuable not only in fundamental science but also in device applications.

**METHODS**

The ZnS—In heterostructures have been synthesized using a high-temperature vertical induction furnace (see Supporting Information). In brief, the furnace consists of a graphite cylinder attached to a gas flowing system at its top and bottom. A copper inductor and a graphite susceptor were used. In a typical synthesis, 0.10 g of In$_2$S$_3$, 0.25 g of ZnS, and 0.05 g of activated carbon powder were thoroughly mixed, put into a graphite crucible, and placed at the center of the furnace. A 0.4 g portion of S was placed in another graphite crucible at the furnace bottom where the temperature was estimated to be —400—500 °C. The furnace was first evacuated to 2 × 10$^{-3}$ Pa and then filled with 99.99% Ar gas. The crucible was rapidly heated to 1300 °C and maintained at this temperature for 45 min, and then the furnace was switched off allowing the crucible to naturally cool to room temperature. Approximately 0.1g of the product was collected from the deposition tube placed at the top of the crucible. Throughout the reaction, an Ar carrier gas flow was maintained at a rate of 0.2 L/min. Powder XRD pattern was acquired using a RINT, 2200 diffractometer using Cu X-ray source. Scanning electron microscopy investigation of the sample was carried out using a field emission JEOL JSM-6700F microscope. The heterostructures were dispersed in ethanol by ultrasonication, deposited dropwise onto a holey carbon coated copper grid, and characterized using a high-resolution JEOL JEM-3000F (300 kV) transmission electron microscope. The field-emission properties of the heterostructures were studied at room temperature in a high vacuum chamber (10$^{-6}$ Pa) using a 1 mm$^2$ cross-sectional area aluminum anode. A dc voltage sweeping from 100 to 1100 V was applied to a sample at a step of 5 V. A dilute dispersion of the nanostructures in toluene was deposited dropwise on a pure Si substrate and vacuum-dried for 48 h.
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